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INTRODUCTION

he text  that  lies  before you provides an excursion into Peter’s 
heart and his understanding of God in Christ seen through his 
first letter to the “elect exiles of the dispersion” (1 Peter 1:1). Of 

course it also comes from me and my perspective in the Twenty-First 
Century, long after Peter lived. 

T
The methodology of this book, like all my books, is interactive. It is 

neither scholarship nor exegesis, neither historical fiction or eisegesis. 
The methodology is to engage the text faithfully and interactively. It is  
an effort to catch Peter’s vision and read it back into the text in a way 
that interacts with Peter’s context in order to shed light on our contem-
porary context in the hope that we can hear the message afresh. It is not  
so much an effort to explain the text as it is to see it in the light of Christ.

Can people read the Bible and understand the intent? Of course. 
How can I claim to know what was in Peter’s heart as he wrote this let-
ter? Because to some extent I share his heart in Christ. Because I know 
what Christ has done to my heart through regeneration, I know to some 
extent the central concerns in Peter’s heart. Nonetheless, I am not infal-
lible—not even close. So, I ask you to put on your own ears to hear and 
eyes to see so that you can identify and avoid my errors of both omission 
and commission in this work. Will there be errors? Of course, look for 
them and please let me know when you find something that concerns 
you.

I intend to raise more questions than I will answer as I shake loose 
some of our most fundamental but inadequate assumptions. My hope 
and intention is to provide a perspective from which to see Peter’s letter 
in the light of Christ, to see Peter’s letter from a Twenty-First Century 
perspective and in a way that honors God’s intent. Sure, Peter was writ-
ing in his context, but God intended His words for Christians in every 
context.  My mission is not mere discovery, but mining—digging deep 
into this mineral rich mountain. My mission is to take the ore that Peter 
has provided and refine it for use today. And I need you to pray for this 
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ii Peter’s Vision

effort and for this mission. It cannot be completed without you. If you 
don’t  understand what  I’m trying to get  at  after  you have read this  
book, then I will have failed. My intention is not to convince you of the 
rightness of what I’m saying, but to reveal the present applicability of  
what  God was saying to us  through Peter.  Curiosity  is  a  great  help 
toward understanding. So, my job is to ignite your curiosity about what 
Peter was saying, not to satisfy you, but to stir you up (2 Peter 1:13).

I have found that reading Peter’s letters through the eyes of faith-
fulness to God’s trinitarian character (by assuming the reality of the 
Trinity) opens the text up in some fresh ways. The simple discipline of 
remembering that God’s character is trinitarian opens up our minds to 
consider  other  perspectives  and shades of  meaning in  the text  that 
might otherwise be overlooked.

The  Christian  Trinity  is  absolutely  unique  in  the  history  of  the 
world, and that uniqueness provides a kind of Rosetta Stone for bib-
lical interpretation and understanding. It is likely that my readers will  
not yet understand what I mean by this reference to the Trinity, and 
that is regrettable. I wish reality were more simple and that essential 
truths could be boiled down to bite-size nuggets for rapid consump-
tion. But that is not the way that God created the world, nor the way 
that He reveals Himself. To see God we need to look at the whole, not  
simply at the bits and pieces.

While it is my intention to provide enough understanding of the 
hermeneutic of presuppositional trinitarianism1 in the text to suggest 
the richness and depth of meaning that it unlocks, those who want to 
dig deeper into my methodology should consult my other books.

Reading  Peter’s  letters  is  quite  different  than reading  Paul’s. 
Paul  was a  scholar  who was trained in biblical  academics,  which 
involves  focusing  on  specific  meanings—definitions  and  implica-
tions. It usually means looking at something with a microscope in 
order to clarify what sometimes appears to be minutia. In contrast,  
Peter, who came to Christ as an uneducated fisherman (though he 
most certainly did not remain so), turns the microscope around (so 
to speak) to make it function as a telescope, and points it to God’s 
future.

So, while Paul was often focused on the inner, personal realities of 
faithfulness, Peter was focused on the grand scheme of Christ’s mission 
in the world. Where Paul was focused on particulars, Peter was focused 
on universals. While understanding Paul involves the personal experi-
ence  of  the  Holy  Spirit  through  regeneration,  understanding  Peter 
builds on regeneration and takes in the whole sweep of human history 

1 This is what I call my methodology. It is simply the assumption of the reality of the 
doctrine of the Trinity as an essential characteristic of God and His world.
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and casts a vision of the future in the light of Christ. For Peter the Old 
Testament was all the history he knew. He had, nor did he need, any 
other history book. As such, reading Peter without more than a passing 
familiarity with the Old Testament will surely lead you astray.

Paul came to Christ as a biblical scholar with a deep theological 
understanding of the Old Testament, and used his understanding as a 
backdrop for his explorations into the meaning of Christian faithful-
ness. Paul was plugging Christ into his understanding of the Old Testa-
ment.

But Peter came to Christ as a fisherman. Peter did not bring a full-
blown understanding of Old Testament theology to Christ, as did Paul. 
Rather,  Peter brought his ordinary understanding and experience of 
God’s Messiah from the Old Testament  and built  upon it.  In Paul’s 
writing we find history brought to faithfulness, while in Peter’s writings 
we find faithfulness brought to history, yet Peter was not looking back-
ward. He was looking forward. His was a vision of hope toward the 
accomplishment of the purpose of God. Paul was focused microscopic-
ally, while Peter was focused macroscopically. So, while reading Paul 
clarifies the details of faithfulness, reading Peter magnifies the vastness 
of Christ’s mission to the world.

These few introductory remarks are here to provide a alert: fasten 
your seatbelt and get ready to have your vistas expanded, at least that’s 
what Peter has done for me. Reading Peter with trinitarian eyes brings 
the light of Christ to shine as a beacon for the world. Peter set the light 
of Christ as a lighthouse on a rocky shore to guide travelers, to point 
the way forward. And while Peter lit the lamp eons ago, it not only still  
shines today, but it shines more brightly today than it did when Peter 
lit it, and it promises to shine even brighter in the future.

This book is not a typical commentary on First Peter because it is 
more than mere exegesis. Peter’s letters are like icebergs from God, in 
the sense that the actual text is above the waterline but the bulk, weight 
and  significance  of  Peter’s  meaning  lies  below  the  waterline,  sub-
merged in the assumptions of context and subtext. What we exegetic-
ally find is completely true and can be trusted, of course. The part of 
the iceberg that we can see is real, solid and it can be measured in a 
variety of ways. But the greater weight and significance of the iceberg 
cannot be seen by the exegetical eye alone.  Various instruments are 
required to see what  is  below the waterline.  What  is  below is  more 
impalpable, more imprecise, yet more real and more consequential as 
well.

My efforts here are to examine what can be seen of Peter’s iceberg 
that is above the waterline, and to suggest the greater meaning that is 
below. It is not that the part of the iceberg that is below the waterline is 
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determined by what is above, but that what is above is determined by 
what is  below. The greater part  cannot be seen exegetically.  Critical 
analysis must give way to faithful incorporation and internalization. 
Understanding the Bible requires, not simply scientific objectivity but 
submissive and passionate subjectivity.

We must not be content to take truth from Scripture, we must also 
read troth into it. Troth is an old word that is part truth and part trust, 
and means fidelity. To get the most out of Scripture we must come to it  
covenantally, with agreement. To do otherwise is to read it with only 
one eye—myopically.  My hope is not to simply read Scripture open-
eyed, but to come to it with both eyes open. May the Lord God in Christ  
be our guide.

Phillip A. Ross
    October 2011
Marietta, Ohio



1. SPRINKLED

Peter, an apostle of Jesus Christ, To those who are elect exiles  
of the dispersion in Pontus, Galatia, Cappadocia, Asia, and  
Bithynia, according to the foreknowledge of God the Father, in  
the sanctification of the Spirit, for obedience to Jesus Christ  
and for sprinkling with his blood: May grace and peace be  
multiplied to you. —1 Peter 1:1-2 (ESV)

eter begins by identifying himself. It was customary at that time 
to first indicate who the letter was coming from and who it was 
going to. This letter is thought to have been written around A.D. 

60-68, during the decade preceding the  Fall of  Jerusalem in  A.D. 70. 
This  is  an  important  detail  because  it  provides  the  context,  which 
involved  the  persecution  of  the  church  and  the  military  build  up of 
Roman troops prior to one of  the most horrific sieges ever fought in 
terms  of  destructiveness  and  loss  of  life.  Josephus claimed  that 
1,100,000  people  were  killed  during  the  siege,  most  of  whom  were 
Jewish, and that 97,000 were captured and enslaved.2

P

This is important because, while mostly Jews died, Christian perse-
cution increased by both the Romans and the Jewish establishment as 
the final destruction neared. The church had been growing, and it was 
thought to have threatened both the Romans and the Jews. And it did,  
though not militarily or politically. The church threatened the stability 
of the establishment inasmuch as the establishment was founded on and 
promoted sin—which it did. Sin and corruption were rampant. The Jer-
usalem establishment at that time was spiritually Jewish but politically 
Roman. Consequently, Christians were at odds in one way or another 
with just about everyone in Jerusalem. The Roman state was Pagan and 
the Jewish church was apostate. The apostasy of the Jews was nothing 
new. The Old Testament prophets had railed against it again and again. 

2 Josephus, Flavius. The Wars of the Jews, VI.9.3, public domain.
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2 Peter’s Vision

So,  the fact  that  the Temple establishment  had fallen into apostasy 
again is no great revelation. Nonetheless, as the social tensions moun-
ted in and around Jerusalem, so did the persecution of Christians.

This persecution was not like the later Roman persecutions when 
Christians were fed to the lions and killed for sport. Rather, this perse-
cution began as all persecution does: with feelings of ill-will and dis-
trust toward some group.  The leading edge of  persecution is always 
social  and  economic.  It  always  begins  with  social  discrimination 
against the suspect group and leads to housing and employment prob-
lems because people don’t want to work with or live near the suspect 
group. That was Peter’s situation, and the situation of Christians at the 
time.

ELECT

Peter identified himself as an apostle (apostolos). That means that 
he  was  a  delegate,  an  ambassador  or  commissioner  for  Christ.  The 
apostles were the leaders of the church. There has always been a lot of 
discussion  and  disagreement  in  the  Christian  community  about 
whether  Christian leaders are  appointed or elected.  Both arguments 
have some merit. So, why not choose both. Appointed leaders should 
also be recognized by those they lead, which means that they should 
also be elected. And elected leaders should be recognized by other lead-
ers, which means that they should also be appointed.  Appointed here 
means chosen by the other leaders because only they have the author-
ity to appoint. And elected means approval by those they lead because 
only they have the authority to elect.

Peter went on to identify the people to whom he was writing: “To 
those who are elect exiles of the dispersion” (v. 1). The Authorized Ver-
sion translated  the  phrase:  “to  the  strangers  scattered  throughout.” 
Note that he was not writing to people in Jerusalem. Jerusalem prior to 
its destruction was the context in which he wrote.  However,  at  that 
time Peter did not know that Jerusalem would be destroyed in A.D. 70.

He knew that the church was under persecution, and in all likeli-
hood  people  were  leaving  Jerusalem  in  anticipation  of  political 
upheaval  and  war.  Not  only  had  Jesus  mentioned  such  a  potential 
scenario (Matthew 24, etc.), but Paul had been a wanted man for dec-
ades. And Paul had also warned people that the proverbial writing was 
on the wall. It didn’t take a political genius to see that Roman troops 
and siege provisions were amassing.

So Peter was also writing to Christians in other areas, to those who 
had left Jerusalem during the decade preceding Jerusalem’s fall, and to 
all who would eventually be a part of the  Christian dispersion. Don’t 
undervalue the importance of this  exile, because it plays a key role in 
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the growth and evangelism of the church during this time. But neither 
do we want to brand it with the glowing overtones of historic import-
ance by turning it into a museum skit of platitudinous pomp and face 
paint.

When we overvalue historic events we are tempted to turn them 
into theater, into shallow, artificial, dramatic events and miss or mis-
construe how things actually happened. The situation would have been 
much like 1938 in Germany. Many Jews left, if they could. They knew 
that they were being persecuted as  Hitler’s machine began closing its 
grip on them. The pressure began with social devaluation and discrim-
ination regarding jobs and housing. And while many Jews left, for a 
variety of reasons many couldn’t leave.

DISPERSION

Again, who was Peter writing to? To those who had already left, for 
sure. But to call them “elect exiles of the dispersion” (v. 1) requires a 
point  of  view  that  would  have  been  from  the  future,  after  people 
became aware that enough people had left Jerusalem to call it an exile 
and suggest that it was a diaspora, in the likeness of the exiles and dis-
persions of former times. People in Jerusalem knew that it had been 
destroyed and Jews enslaved twice before. The  destructions of Jerus-
alem  and  the  Temple  were  staples  of  Jewish  history.  We  need  to 
acknowledge that the phrase may have been a later interpretation and 
emendation of Peter’s actual words by a copyist. This however does not 
mean that Peter did not communicate the idea in some form, only that 
someone else may have tried to clarify it after Peter’s death in A.D. 67. 
We can’t  say  for  sure  about  that.  But  we  can say  that  the  English 
Standard Version translation is most certainly a modern  embellish-
ment.

The  Authorized Version is probably closer to Peter’s sense of the 
situation, “to the strangers scattered throughout….” Peter was writing 
to people who had left their longstanding homes in and around Jerus-
alem. And they would have been strangers in their new nations and 
neighborhoods, but Peter was not writing to people who were strangers 
to him. Again the word choice is unfortunate.

PILGRIMS

The Greek word parepidemos is only used three times in the New 
Testament, and is not the usual word for  elect (eklektos). Some ver-
sions translate it as sojourners, suggesting people residing in a foreign 
land, people who have a unity or an identity that is not shared with 
those with whom they live. Peter used the word to refer to the people of 
God, and to the fact that his Christian friends were at the same time 
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both  united  and  divided,  that  they  had  a  common  unity,  common 
bonds, but were living in dispersion, not in a central location or even a 
common neighborhood.

Peter was writing to God’s people, who had previously been geo-
graphically united but who were now, and for the foreseeable future, 
geographically dispersed. To call them the church in exile is inaccurate 
because it suggests that God’s plan was to bring them all back to Israel 
someday, which was an Old Testament pattern of thinking. Israel had 
been destroyed before,  and rebuilt.  But that was not  what God was 
doing with the church. God’s plan was not to bring all Christians back 
to Israel,  but to Christianize the nations, to send Christians out and 
plant  them  where  they  went.  God  was  simultaneously  bringing  the 
people of God into the kingdom of God, and was bringing the kingdom 
of God to the earth, to the Gentiles.

Peter, an elected leader of the church, was writing to those who 
had elected him—the church,  but who were now residing in foreign 
lands. The phrasing suggests Peter’s leadership and authority, and that 
through  this  letter  he  was  continuing  to  exert  that  leadership and 
authority.

He then named the countries or regions where these people had 
gone:  Pontus,  Galatia,  Cappadocia,  Asia,  and  Bithynia.  All  were  in 
modern  Turkey. Peter was writing to those who had migrated west-
ward from Jerusalem. The direction of the migration would prove to be 
an important detail because of the foundational relationship between 
Christianity and Western Civilization.

Verse  2  provides  an  explanation  of  how  this  scattering  of  the 
people of God fit into God’s larger plan, and provided assurance that 
things were unfolding exactly as God had planned, so that God’s people 
could rest assured that God was still in control. Those who had left Jer-
usalem were running for their lives, escaping persecution and impend-
ing  war.  They  had  experienced  the  beginnings  of  the  persecutions 
against them by the Jews and by the Romans. They knew the determin-
ation of the Jews who had been hounding Paul, who had a bounty on 
his  head (Acts 25:3).  And they knew the power and ruthlessness  of 
Rome, who’s empire controlled and defined most of the civilized world 
at the time.

WESTWARD

It is significant that God’s people did not run eastward, away from 
the Roman Empire, but ran westward, toward it and into it. They seem 
to have chosen to live in civilization rather than apart from it. This was 
an important choice in that God’s intent was to bring His kingdom to 
human civilization, rather than to have His people escape from it.
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This happened “according to the foreknowledge of God the Father” 
(v.  2).  This  dispersion  of  God’s  people  was  not  a  surprise  to  God. 
Rather, said Peter,  it was all unfolding as part of God’s plan. Peter 
suggested that God knew what would happen. There has been much 
discussion in the church about God’s foreknowledge, and it has led to 
much speculation. We can better contain the speculation by consider-
ing the root meaning of  the Greek word (prognosis).  The word has 
simply been transliterated into English and is used primarily in med-
ical settings. A medical prognosis is the determination or diagnosis of 
an illness. God, as the chief physician, had chosen to save humanity 
and on the basis of His prognosis issued a purification order to be car-
ried out by the Spirit through a blood sprinkling of the saints upon the 
nations.

And we also know from Paul’s writings that the destruction of Jer-
usalem was a necessary part of  God’s plan to bring the gospel to the 
Gentiles, and eventually to the whole world. Peter was implying that 
the dispersion of God’s people westward was no accident, but was cent-
ral to God’s plan. Therefore, those who had been displaced from their 
homes in Palestine could take solace that they were on the leading edge 
of God’s plan, that they were still in the will of God, that their disper-
sion served God’s greater purpose.

TRINITY

We should  also  notice  that  Peter’s  reference  to  God  the Father 
indicated that he was to some degree aware of what we call the Trinity. 
It was not common practice for Jews to refer to God as Father. But 
Peter was undoubtedly following the teaching of Jesus, who had taught 
His people to pray, Our Father, who art in heaven. Jesus often spoke of 
God as Father.

Is it really legitimate to suggest so much from such an apparently 
insignificant reference? Aren’t I reading the doctrine of the Trinity into 
Peter’s words? Yes, it is legitimate. And yes, to some degree I am read-
ing the doctrine of the Trinity into Peter’s words. And the reason that 
I’m reading the Trinity into Peter’s words is  because I share Peter’s 
trinitarian perspective, and because I see His use of the doctrine of the 
Trinity. I share Peter’s trinitarian perspective by grace through faith. I  
understand Peter’s faith because I share it. And I understand the extent 
to which our common Christian faith, which is itself trinitarian, effects 
everything. So, I am confident about my understanding of Peter and of 
his trinitarian perspective.

Peter continued to explain what God was accomplishing through 
the dispersion of His people westward. It was part of the expansion of  
God’s kingdom “in the sanctification of the Spirit” (v.  2). The Author-
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ized Version reads  “through sanctification  of  the Spirit.”  The Greek 
word en here literally means by the instrumentality of, and in this case 
he was talking about the  instrumentality of the Spirit. The Spirit was 
the means or vehicle by which the dispersion of Christians out of Jeru-
salem was happening. The Spirit of God was causing and animating the 
dispersion.

SANCTIFICATION

So, it was not that those who had been dispersed had been separ-
ated from the Spirit,  though they had been separated from some of 
their family and friends. Rather, said Peter, they had been carried away 
by the Spirit or in the Spirit. Actually it was the Spirit who had carried 
them away!  This  meant  that,  rather  than being  separated  from the 
Spirit, they were actually in the will of the Spirit. And they could find 
much hope and comfort in this fact.  Peter wanted them to celebrate 
this hope and comfort.

But it wasn’t that this dispersion simply happened in or because of 
the Spirit, but that it was itself a kind of sanctification of God’s people 
by the Spirit. Remember that the word sanctify means separated for a 
particular use or purpose. The Greek does not contain the words “of 
the”  but  has  only  one  word—spirit.  So,  the  two  words—sanctify 
(hagiasmos) and spirit (pneuma)—translated “through the sanctifica-
tion of the Spirit” could also be translated as “through spiritual sancti-
fication.”

Why  do I  make  this  point?  Only  because  God  doesn’t  grow  or 
change.  God  doesn’t  undergo  sanctification or  growth,  we  do.  The 
sanctification belongs to the people, not to the Spirit. The Spirit was 
sanctifying (separating) the people through the dispersion.

Because we understand that the Spirit is also God by the reality of 
the Trinity, we determine that the sanctification that Peter referred to 
was the sanctification of God’s people. The dispersion of God’s people 
was happening because it was the very means of their own sanctifica-
tion.

We must  also  understand  this  trinitarianally  and  note  that  the 
sanctification served both the sanctification of the particular individu-
als involved and also the sanctification of the corporate body of believ-
ers as a whole—the church. Not only can individuals be sanctified, or 
grow in grace, but God’s church as a whole is also sanctified as it grows 
in grace as a corporate body. In fact, these two aspects of sanctification 
are  intimately  related  because  of  the  trinitarian  character  of  God’s 
people.

Peter continued by mentioning that this was also happening “for 
obedience  to  Jesus  Christ”  (v.  2).  Or  as  the  Authorized  Version 
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rendered it “unto (eis) obedience.” We note that obedience is central to 
God’s purpose and to our sanctification, both individually and corpor-
ately. God’s purpose unfolds through compliance or submission to His 
Spirit, who provides both direction and power for the accomplishment 
of His will.

SPRINKLING

Finally, Peter concluded that this was all happening, not only “for 
obedience to Jesus Christ” but “for  sprinkling with his blood” (v. 2). 
The sprinkling of the blood of the sacrifice was an Old Testament litur-
gical practice that was used as a method, an instrument and a reminder 
of  God’s  blessings (Leviticus  8:30,  Hebrews  11:28,  etc.).  Being 
sprinkled by the blood of Christ was an allusion to the cleansing of sin 
and for the dispensation of God’s blessings.

Paul wrote of this: “Therefore, brothers, since we have confidence 
to enter the holy places by the  blood of Jesus, by the new and living 
way that he opened for us through the curtain,  that is,  through his 
flesh, and since we have a great priest over the house of God, let us 
draw near with a true heart in full  assurance of faith, with our hearts 
sprinkled clean from an evil  conscience and our bodies washed with 
pure water” (Hebrews 10:19-22).

However, Peter’s mention of the sprinkled blood of Jesus Christ 
was not merely a reference to the cleansing of sin, but it carried the 
suggestion  that  the  dispersed  people  of  God  were  themselves  the 
sprinkling of Christ’s blood upon the nations. They were themselves 
like  droplets  of  sprinkled  blood  that  were  in  the  process  of  being 
sprinkled upon the Roman Empire, or upon human civilization.

The implication was that just as the sprinkling of blood liturgically 
was a  symbol  of  purification from sin,  a  symbol  of  sanctification in 
grace, so the dispersion itself was, not merely a symbol, but the very 
means of purification from sin and sanctification of the Gentiles, of the 
Roman Empire and of the world at large—not immediately, of course, 
but over time. God’s people, who had themselves been sprinkled with 
the  blood  of  Christ for  the  purification  of  sin,  were  themselves  the 
sprinkling on the nations, on the world. They were in the process of 
carrying the purifying blood of Christ to the nations, which was God’s 
great mission to the world.

INCREASE

Peter then closed the salutation section of his letter with a benedic-
tion: “May grace and peace be multiplied to you” (v.  2).  The Greek 
word (plethuno) doesn’t literally mean multiplication, but suggests an 
abundant increase. The root of the word is like the English word pleth-
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ora,  which  means  an  extreme  excess.  Peter  was  praying  that  God 
would grant an abundant increase of grace and peace for those who 
had been scattered westward.

The order of the words is important because it suggests that peace 
comes from  grace, as if peace is a fruit of God’s grace. But it doesn’t 
work the other way around. God’s grace is not the fruit of peace. While 
these two things go together peace is established on God’s grace, but 
God’s grace is not established on peace. The house must rest upon the 
foundation,  not  the  foundation upon the  house.  Working  for  peace 
apart from God’s grace cannot bring peace because peace issues out of 
God’s  grace.  Thus,  if  people  want  peace they  should “seek first  the 
kingdom of God” (Matthew 6:33), and peace will be added as one of the 
many things that issues from God’s grace.

Peter was also praying that God’s grace would establish both peace 
in the hearts of those who had been dispersed, but also that the perse-
cution that had been experienced in Jerusalem would stop. Remember 
that neither Peter nor those who had fled knew that Jerusalem would 
be destroyed in A.D. 70. Neither did they know the history of the early 
church, or of the Roman persecutions that were ahead of them. None 
of those things had happened yet.

But the fact of the difficulties that lay ahead of the church, or the 
ongoing history of the accomplishment of  God’s purpose and plan to 
bring the kingdom of heaven to earth, did not and has not dulled the 
effectiveness or power of Peter’s benedictory prayer. Though the multi-
plication of grace and peace has not yet manifest completely in the four 
corners of  the earth does not mean that significant progress toward 
this end has not been accomplished. Indeed, much progress has been 
made.

There is more reason to anticipate the completion of  God’s plan 
today than ever before, not only because of the extent of the expansion 
of Christianity in the world, but because to this day we can continue to 
proclaim with truth and integrity that God has kept His promise over 
all the intervening years.

God continues to keep His promises, and the dispersion of Christi-
ans into Western Civilization and from there to the whole world that 
had begun in Peter’s day was the leading edge of God’s movement to 
save the world.
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decoy...........................83
decree of God.........12, 19
defensiveness.............176
deliverance 229, 230, 231
delusion....................268
delusions about Messiah

..............................266
democracy.................253
demographics............157
denial of God.............281
Dennis the Short.........22
denomination, super 

global....................296
denominational histories

..............................238
denominations. .296, 297
deny the premise.......283
deposit of faith..........102
depravity....................125
description matches 

reality......................81
desire God.................282
destruction.....22, 32, 62, 

65, 73, 95, 102, 114, 
118, 154, 240, 247, 
284, 294

destruction of Jerusalem
.....3, 5, 23, 30, 37, 44, 
148, 150, 176, 209, 
215, 249, 274, 275, 
285, 293

destruction of the world
..................23, 54, 221

destruction of 
unbelievers...........240

development...............42
developmentally 

progressive............129
deviation...................244
devil...................281, 283
diagnosis.......................5
diaspora.........................3
dichotomy, false........258
dictating theology and 

policy....................294

dictionaries................131
dimension. .128, 146, 259
dimension and 

measurement.......260
dimension of the Holy 

Spirit....................260
dimension, no other....95
Diocletian....................22
Dionysius Exiguus.......22
directing the leader.. .265
disagreement.............254
discernment......148, 237, 

244, 248, 251, 261, 
272, 278, 279, 287

discipline...................283
discipleship...............286
discipleship is not free

..............................212
discipline.......72, 91, 194, 

246, 251, 252, 280, 
282, 284, 287

discourage evil ..........120
discreet........................39
discretion31, 39, 40, 249, 

250, 251, 280
discrimination. 2, 39, 233
discussion.226, 237, 238, 

241, 290
dishonesty....................15
disillusionment.........266
disobedience........99, 139
dispensation of the Holy 

Spirit................21, 231
Dispensational end times 

speculation.............22
dissonance.................201
distribution................277
diversity.......21, 118, 170, 

226, 232, 241, 254
divination...................191
divinity......................288
divinity of Christ 150, 190
division........................54
division of humanity. 295
division of labor.227, 253
doctrinal clarity.........290
doctrinal clarity is not a 

denominational or 
sectarian contest. .290

doctrine.............289, 296
doctrine, improvement 

of..........................289
doctrines of grace.55, 183
doing good. 181, 182, 185, 

186, 188, 189, 200, 
201, 204, 214, 216, 

232, 261, 280
dominion..234, 285, 286, 

287
dominion as domination

..............................287
doubt...100, 122, 141, 166
doubt begets doubt....142
drawn not driven.........65
drink the milk.......88, 93
droplets of Christ’s blood

..............................293
dualism... .258, 259, 282, 

283
dwelling.....................164
dye..............................112
dying is easy...............215
e pluribis unum.........259
early adopters............218
Early Church...............34
Early Church Fathers...51
ears to hear....21, 35, 234
Easter..........................22
Eastern/Western 

philosophical 
dichotomy.............258

economy......................77
economic crisis............78
economic depression. 150
economic development

....78, 79, 115, 117, 133, 
276

economic viability......142
economy. . .78, 79, 89, 97, 

150, 228, 277
Ecumenical Creeds.....171
ecumenical efforts.....297
education...160, 163, 164, 

181, 212, 237
education, Christian. .182
elders 160, 207, 262, 273, 

275
elected to office...........46
election...46, 48, 82, 100, 

104, 148, 292
election, Jewish.........294
Elliot, T.S....................43
embarrassment.. .74, 110, 

176, 177, 196
embellishment..............3
emergent/emerging 

church.....................71
emotion......................173
emotional frenzy........161
emotionalism.............122
emperor.......131, 152, 153
empty threat..............283
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encourage disagreement
.............................290

encourage good.........120
encouragement.190, 202, 

284, 285
end of the world. . .23, 35, 

284
end time....22, 23, 44, 54, 

223, 249, 266, 284
end to war..................130
endpoint of history......12
endurance.................283
enemies of God believe 

God to be evil........214
engine of salvation.....141
engineering.................67
engines of God’s glory. 67
envy...............83, 92, 286
equality..............165, 297
equality of being........153
equality of men and 

women...................153
Erasmus......................70
eternal life............95, 178
eternal promise...........32
eternal security..........118
ethereal realm.............95
European kings.........106
evangelists...................36
evangelism..3, 68, 72, 76, 

133, 134, 155, 171, 271, 
285, 293, 298

evangelism and 
hospitality.............226

evangelism and shame
..............................196

evangelism, engine of 184
evangelism, Jewish.. . .171
evangelism, not an 

answer...................134
evangelists...................36
Eve....60, 61, 76, 116, 121, 

176, 257, 259
everything.................234
evil74, 119, 120, 126, 180, 

282
evil persists...............200
evil, God's fault..........198
evil, not a thing..........198
exaggeration..............237
exaltation...................276
excellence..................109
exhortation.......288, 290
exile...............................2
existentialism............129
exodus........................151

expansion of Christianity
..................................8

extend Christ’s ministry
..............................147

extortion...................238
extreme......................172
eye salve......................74
eyes to see......21, 35, 107, 

234
Ezekiel.......................150
Ezekiel’s prophecy.....150
face the future, not the 

past.......................263
factionalism..............296
failure of Christianity 142
faith.....18, 19, 20, 24, 25, 

32, 36, 102, 167, 186
faith is an assertion.....92
faith, as assumption...191
faith, correct..............167
faithful, educated and 

intelligent.............264
faithfulness................100
faithfulness does not 

grumble................227
faithlessness..............165
faithlessness, natural. 165
Fall..............................87
Fall of Jerusalem...........1
false divisions............296
false start.....................86
falsehood, ugliness and 

evil..........................67
family. . .78, 152, 154, 155, 

163, 164, 165, 166, 
173, 298

family corporation.....155
family government.....153
family rights.................15
farming........................79
fasting..........................10
father/son relationship

.................111, 113, 116
fear of the Lord....63, 195
fear, withheld............283
feeding of the five 

thousand...............231
feelings........122, 176, 217
fellowship. .225, 293, 295
fellowship, with God. .174
feminine.....................116
fiery trial...................236
filioque......................106
financial management.78
finding Jesus.............185
fire and brimstone.......81

First Commandment.259
flatten out the 

complexities...........26
flirtations...................295
flock..........................268
followership.................81
foolish religiosity.......266
foolishness. 122, 190, 292
foot in both eras..........23
forgiveness..................28
forefathers...................63
foreign folds...............150
foreknowledge. .5, 25, 66, 

104, 143, 194, 293
forever finding Christ..88
forgiveness....41, 90, 134, 

145, 186, 210, 211, 
230, 233, 239, 246, 
257, 290, 297

fornication.................114
founding of America. . .34
free will................20, 149
freedom....21, 39, 40, 48, 

50, 62, 84, 124, 126, 
129, 135, 149, 152, 
160, 213, 219, 232, 
233, 237

freedom and selfishness
..............................125

freedom and sin.........219
freedom and slavery. .125
freedom from godless 

assumptions..........135
freedom is slavery to God

..............................126
freedom not subjugation

................................65
freedom requires limits

...............................40
freedom to live above the 

law..........................40
freedom to sin...........245
freedom, responsible. 130
freely choose...............20
freewill......................254
freewill, passive.........256
frustration...................24
fulfillment of the 

revelation................54
fullness of time......15, 38
fundamentalism..........54
future. .3, 11, 12, 290, 291
future oriented glory. 262
gambling....................181
Gandhi.......................196
Garden of Eden. . .35, 115, 
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277
gender..................98, 159
genetic sequence. .95, 116
genetics......................173
genocide......................65
Gentiles.....4, 5, 7, 21, 64, 

116, 119, 218, 295
Germany........................3
ghetto...........................91
gift of the Word.........128
gifts of the Spirit........102
giving and receiving. .230
glory. .24, 44, 63, 90, 177, 

183, 191, 206, 226, 
233, 234, 241, 250, 
262, 272, 284, 286, 
289

glory, new..................291
Gnostic........25, 258, 284
goal............................194
goal of Christianity......66
God alone is good......185
God as Father................5
God called the two “one”

..............................259
God causes suffering. 255
God does not honor 

persons...................59
God does not respect 

individuals..............60
God doesn’t love us for 

our uniqueness.......60
God favors righteousness

..............................187
God judges...................55
God literally holds the 

world together........63
God loves Himself.....140
God of the aggregate..241
God of the marginalized

.............................208
God of the Old 

Testament...............55
God phobia.................131
God possesses us..........11
God provides the only 

objectivity...............63
God wins all arguments

..............................250
God's decree..............238
God’s active involvement

..............................185
God’s authority..........154
God’s blessings..............7
God’s central purpose

..............................246

God’s chastening.......240
God’s condemnation....21
God’s curses...............102
God’s decree. 32, 99, 263, 

284, 289, 290
God’s earthly mission..94
God’s end or purpose for 

creation...................35
God’s enemies....154, 215
God’s eternal hope......32
God’s expectations.....101
God’s freedom....125, 126
God’s future...............239
God’s garments...........74
God’s glory..................67
God’s goodness.........232
God’s government.....286
God’s gravitas..............66
God’s greatness..........125
God’s hope...........41, 194
God’s image..56, 107, 129
God’s imposition of 

human identity.....245
God’s intention..........198
God’s judgment. .63, 139, 

220, 222, 248
God’s justice..............200
God’s kingdom..284, 290
God’s law...................201
God’s love............36, 126
God’s mission..............55
God’s plan. .5, 8, 127, 175, 

184, 286
God’s power................28
God’s primary weapon

.............................240
God’s provision.........276
God’s purpose. .7, 8, 208, 

249, 294
God’s reflexivity.........129
God’s Roman hammer

..............................293
God’s salvation......33, 34
God’s salvation promise

................................32
God’s selection was 

group oriented........25
God’s solution...........259
God’s story................260
God’s timeless being. . .58
God’s timelessness......66
God’s trinitarian will...28
God’s truth..........14, 290
God’s truth is not found

.............................290
God’s two fronts........200

God’s ultimate intention
..............................139

God’s ultimate truth....64
God’s vision.................81
God’s warnings.........208
God’s will.26, 76, 93, 121, 

123, 141, 147, 178, 198, 
200, 202, 217, 255, 
256

God’s will is to silence 
ignorance..............122

God’s Word.................80
God’s wrath...............247
Godhead......21, 107, 108, 

111, 125, 127, 150, 183, 
184, 297

Golden Age................238
good and evil...61, 62, 63, 

115, 121, 189, 199, 
200, 238, 254, 277

good and evil confused62
good and evil, reversed

.......................117, 280
good intentions...........72
good irritates evil......200
good news...................36
good people...............190
good, definition of.....189
goodness............189, 196
governors and the 

governed...............286
grace8, 10, 12, 20, 34, 45, 

63, 133, 141, 163, 165, 
173, 186, 193, 212, 
234, 239, 246, 267, 
294, 297

grace alone..................93
grace and humility.....275
grace and humility, cause 

or effect.................275
grace and identity........95
grace not race.....104, 165
grace through faith19, 21, 

25, 186, 191, 231
grace under fire.........134
grace vs. justice..........133
grace, cheap..............239
grace, gift of...............140
grace, inheritance of. .175
grace, true..........291, 292
grace, unlocked...........20
grace/gifts wordplay. 230
graciousness under fire

..............................133
grapple tooth and claw

.............................290
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gravity........................185
gravity of God............292
gravity of our past.....239
Great Chain of Being. 223
Great Flood...............203
Great Shepherd.........272
greater good..............201
greed. .142, 264, 265, 269
Greek philosophical 

categories.............207
Greek philosophy......258
Greek rationalism........51
ground of performance

..............................101
grumbling..........226, 227
guarded from loss........16
guarding......................24
guilt. 36, 64, 83, 110, 122, 

209
habits...84, 218, 246, 278
halfway commitment to 

the errors of both 
extremes.................54

happiness, giving.......180
hardheaded...........42, 44
harmony and 

cooperation...........107
harvest......................296
hate32, 49, 100, 132, 134, 

271
head coverings..........294
head of household... .164, 

166, 207
headship.. . .132, 147, 156, 

206
healing.......................212
heart...173, 174, 191, 204, 

267
heart of Peter’s vision267
heaven. 16, 18, 22, 25, 33, 

61, 117, 227
hell.........99, 117, 139, 219
helping.......................163
herd mentality...........218
heresy.................171, 290
hermeneutic..............293
hidden.........................20
hieroglyph...................90
history. 99, 246, 285, 289
historic shortsightedness

..............................289
history..12, 14, 19, 22, 24, 

34, 46, 64, 66, 80, 86, 
87, 89, 111, 112, 127, 
128, 129, 138, 147, 
182, 183, 186, 203, 

222, 224, 225, 238, 
239, 247, 248, 250, 
260, 272, 273, 276, 
278, 285, 288, 289, 
291, 293

history, distortion of. .133
history, early church. .171
history, pulled.............64
history, pulling forward

..............................238
history, unparallelled 

changes...................37
history, watershed.....139
Hitler.............................3
holding to the center..172
holiness.....50, 53, 54, 55, 

56, 90, 91, 190, 218, 
281

Holiness movement.. . .53
holy............................190
holy kiss. . . .294, 295, 296
holy nation................108
Holy Spirit. .10, 11, 15, 19, 

26, 31, 34, 36, 41, 50, 
55, 62, 65, 68, 79, 91, 
113, 121, 127, 130, 140, 
160, 170, 180, 184, 
185, 191, 203, 205, 
213, 216, 223, 241, 
244, 254, 256, 257, 
259, 261, 272, 277, 
290, 294

Holy Spirit dwells in 
morality................260

Holy Spirit, coming of
..............................285

Holy Spirit, dispensation 
of...........................295

Holy Spirit, invasion of
..............................174

homosexual......244, 245, 
246, 247

honesty 115, 117, 119, 160, 
162, 246, 250, 276, 
290

honesty, integrity and in-
dustry...................228

honor....60, 115, 119, 130, 
132, 154, 156, 160, 
162, 165, 190, 213, 
234, 240, 273, 277

honor, unforced.........162
hope.....12, 18, 27, 28, 32, 

34, 41, 67, 68, 192, 
193, 194, 195, 196, 
251, 268, 284, 289, 

290, 291, 292
hope fuels the church..68
hope, future fulfillment

................................42
hope, husband of.......291
hope, shared................41
hospitality.................225
hot Christianity...........73
household of God......249
household stability......78
how God works.........204
human potential........264
human race..................61
human weakness.........74
humanism..........169, 177
humanity...64, 65, 75, 79, 

80, 89, 96, 98, 105, 
129, 138, 140, 142, 
146, 169, 177, 191, 193, 
201, 208, 218, 220, 
230, 231, 239, 246, 
250, 253, 254, 257, 
259, 260, 267, 278, 
295

humanity, new..........295
humanity, old............203
humanity, purchase of

..............................219
humanity, redeemed...85
humanity, redefining.245
humanity, salvation of

..............................139
humanity’s rescue.....203
humiliation................196
humility.....132, 162, 173, 

196, 264, 275, 290
Hus, John....................52
husband..............153, 164
husband, wayward.....155
husbandry...................79
hype...................219, 225
hypocrisy.77, 83, 92, 132, 

286
I am...........................291
identity.11, 14, 33, 56, 60, 

62, 98, 99, 100, 107, 
108, 111, 112, 113, 127, 
130, 163, 181, 216, 
245, 259

identity drives behavior
................................41

identity is based upon 
our belongings and 
associations............40

identity, confusion.....182
identity, false...............96
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identity, not by blood. .95
identity, two poles of. 257
ideology.......................50
idolatry...............128, 218
ignorance.....48, 122, 157, 

188, 296
ignorance, willful......240
image of God.....116, 126, 

257
imagination....32, 64, 99, 

219, 233
imitate Jesus..............145
imitation....................102
immaturity..................49
immortality. . .33, 68, 273
impairment of judgment

..............................279
imperishable....15, 17, 65, 

80, 157, 162
impose meaning and 

purpose...................92
impose trinitarian 

categories...............58
imposition.231, 234, 258, 

269, 297
improvement...............42
inaccurate 

understanding of 
reality.....................26

incarnation................138
individualism...............51
individual and corporate

................................66
individual interpretation

...............................121
individualism....130, 193, 

194, 219, 230
individuality................25
individuality and unity

...............................116
indoctrination............169
indoctrination in our 

schools...................131
infallible.......................13
infants..........................21
infinitude of God.........44
information................137
inheritance. 15, 16, 18, 19, 

38, 96, 165, 175
inhibitions...................39
inspiration...................28
inspire.......................269
instrumentality of faith

................................21
instrumentality of 

heaven.....................16

instrumentality of the 
Holy Spirit...........6, 16

integrity......115, 117, 142, 
154, 160, 246, 250, 
276, 277, 278, 290

intellectual............51, 173
intelligence.......164, 269, 

278, 280, 281
Internet......................137
intimacy.....................161
intimidation..............238
introspective...............83
invested.......................68
irrational fear.............131
irrationality................171
irritation.............201, 217
Isaiah...........................19
Islam. . .116, 169, 170, 171, 

214, 296
isolated Christian......255
Israel.......66, 85, 94, 169, 

204, 259
jealousy.......................83
Jeremiah...................267
Jerusalem............94, 150
Jerusalem, new...........95
Jesus isn’t lost.............89
Jesus’ birth................139
Jesus’ name...............166
Jethro.........................161
Jewish age...................23
Jewish bloodline........183
Jewish establishment. .35
Jewish people not 

excluded...............294
Jihad..........................214
John The Baptist. 19, 256
Jordan, James.......43, 76
Josephus........................1
joy. . .18, 30, 32, 126, 226, 

242, 281, 284
joy of the gospel.........173
joyless........................225
Judaism........37, 116, 170
Judaism, failure of....294
Judeo-Christian heritage

..............................126
judge lightly..............249
judgment.......62, 63, 173, 

201, 202, 247, 248, 
249, 265, 286

judgment according to 
works......................55

judgment as discernment
................................55

judgment defined......221

judgment serves 
goodness...............202

judgment to come.....220
judgment, as faculties of 

assessment and 
evaluation.............247

judgment, exercise of as 
discretion..............251

judgment, good.........280
judgment, on basis of 

wholeness not parts98
judgment, other side of

..............................222
judgmental.................135
Julian calendar............23
jurisdiction......16, 17, 25, 

105, 139, 161, 253
jurisdiction, ultimate. 121
justice..119, 133, 154, 175, 

176, 188, 200, 201, 
202, 246, 250

justification...............103
kairos..........................22
Kepler, Johannes......220
key to the Scriptures....19
kind.............................33
kindness....................134
Kingdom of God. 4, 8, 25, 

239
Kingdom of God on earth

................................66
kingdom of heaven....139
kingdom of heaven on 

earth.......................25
kingdom work.............36
kingship.....................253
kiss of love.................294
knowledge.................274
knowledge of good and 

evil..................63, 277
knowledge, secondhand

................................31
knowledge, ultimate. .199
labeled........................157
language....................128
Laodicea.................73, 81
last time....22, 23, 54, 56, 

58
Latin............................52
laws of nature.......51, 125
laziness..............252, 264
lead by example.........270
leadership..............4, 272
legal sanctions.............40
legalism.......................50
liberal..........................50
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liberal social service. .182
liberalism. .52, 54, 71, 173
libertines....................179
life in Christ is difficult

................................89
life is complex...........200
life not death........65, 215
light dispels darkness

.............................200
light of Christ..64, 68, 77, 

83, 87, 92, 97, 110, 
121, 163, 172, 182, 186, 
196, 213, 214, 216, 
217, 241, 247, 251, 
252, 254, 255, 261, 
274, 277, 281, 285, 
287

like begets like...........142
like-minded.......168, 170, 

172, 174, 215
limited atonement.......43
lion....................281, 282
literalism....................161
literature..............30, 173
live by faith, not by sight

................................92
live long and prosper. 179
living a lie..................182
living stones................97
local church...............298
local level...................287
logic............118, 279, 291
logic of God’s Word...220
logic, of opposition....282
logical disconnect......281
logo............................184
long march of the gospel

..............................285
long-suffering..............43
longevity......79, 102, 177, 

178, 221, 246
Lord of hosts.....241, 248, 

255
Lord of the aggregate 256
Lord of time.................12
love.......77, 140, 154, 157, 

206, 240, 268, 280, 
295, 297

love and sex.......280, 281
love our enemies......120, 

283
love with legs.............225
love, everyone............130
love, kiss of................294
love, reciprocal............76
love, truth and beauty. 65

love, unconditional....177
loyalty........................256
lukewarm....71, 73, 74, 81
lust..............................49
Luther, Martin.......51, 52
Lutheran......................53
machine.....................264
magnify the Lord.......261
magic. .166, 259, 277, 281
magnet......................100
magnetic attraction.....12
magnetic forces...........62
making good moral 

judgments.............261
Malachi.....................248
male and female.........116
malice..........................83
man/humanity social 257
manners.....................152
manipulation.....237. 269
manliness..................109
manna.......................263
manners.....................132
many become one.....259
marriage.....153, 246, 274
Mark..........................294
markets.....................276
marriage. 60, 74, 115, 116, 

154, 156, 163, 206, 
246

marriage is a threesome
...............................60

marriage, not between 
one man one woman
................................75

Mary............................15
masculine...................116
math...........................147
maturity....30, 53, 57, 66, 

72, 73, 75, 80, 84, 87, 
88, 91, 93, 115, 129, 
133, 157, 164, 165, 
190, 191, 200, 201, 
227, 236, 237, 247, 
252, 254, 266, 267, 
268, 269, 274, 289, 
291

maturity, moral.........261
maturity. engine of....254
me-and-Jesus mentality

................................45
mechanism of salvation

...............................191
mechanical Christianity

................................51
mechanism of mediation

..............................210
mechanism of salvation

..............................146
media outlets.............297
media trends..............219
mediator............210, 253
medicine.....................211
medicine is bitter.........73
meekness...132, 194, 196, 

264
membership...72, 82, 111, 

112, 206, 212
memorization............221
mercy.....10, 12, 212, 246, 

247
mercy, wideness of....254
Messiah.....................248
messenger.................108
Messiah....19, 32, 38, 111, 

183, 222, 252, 266
metaphor.......61, 80, 292
Methodism..................53
Middle Ages..........71, 172
Middle East...............294
migration.......................4
military...............212, 214
military force..............171
mind of Christ. . .269, 274
ministry is not a job. .265
miracles 51, 125, 211, 231, 

233, 277
misdirection................61
mission7, 92, 95, 96, 156, 

163, 188, 192, 227, 
260

misunderstanding......27, 
188

mob mentality............161
moderation................264
Modernism..................52
Modernity.................230
modest.........................39
Mohammad................171
monetary crises.........296
money......65, 78, 81, 142, 

150, 228, 265
money, income...........181
monotheism. 35, 112, 115, 

118, 127, 128, 130, 
140, 169, 170, 171, 259

monotheism, Christless
..............................183

monotheistic......126, 127
moral commitment....173
moral compass............63
moral dimension.......260
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moral fence-sitters......49
moral government.......33
moral imperative.50, 180
moral judgment.. .55, 261
moral law..................253
moral laxity.................74
moral principles..........50
moral standards........245
morality....40, 50, 52, 92, 

115, 120, 152, 164, 196, 
210, 212, 213, 260, 
274, 278, 279

morality, undermine. 295
morally blameless.......49
Moravians...................53
more Greek than biblical

................................16
more substance than 

style........................87
Moses........19, 21, 66, 161
Moses, new.................151
motivation.................265
multiplication of grace 

and peace..................8
multiculturalism.......135, 

138, 169, 170
multiplication function

................................95
mutual exclusion........118
mutual ministry.........175
myopia........................58
mystery......................281
mystical..............129, 215
mysticism...171, 172, 234, 

259
narrow gate.................45
narrowminded.....45, 50, 

130, 148, 183, 184
natural born.................15
natural spiritual urge...10
natural tendencies.....199
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